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Group #1 - A. S. Langsdorf, Jr.

le   Progress on Van de Graaff (A. Langsdorf, Jr.)
..

Progress on small changes in geometry have been made in an

attempt to prevent electrical breakdown at approximately 3.3 Meve

This breakdown manifests itself usually in a discharge in the

vacuum tube system and has prevented operation at higher voltages

to date.

Apparatus has been assembled for neutron transmission

measurements with monoenergetic neutrons from the Li(p,n) reaction

and measurements are now being started.

Apparatus for measurement of inelastic scattering is still

under construction, and methods of making suitable BF3 proportional

counters for this equipment are also still being worked upon.

•          This apparatus should be ready for operational testing in another

two monthse
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Group #2 -Doj. Hughes

1.  Polarization of Neutrons by Reflection from Magnetized Mirrors  (D. J.

Hughes, M. To Burgy)

During the course of our work with iron mirrors last quarter, Morton

Hamermesh pointed out a feature of cobalt which made it superior to iron

for our mirror work.  This property is the. following; when a .cobalt

-           mirror is magnetized in a direction making an angle less than 37' with

the direction of the incident neutron beam, the magnetic scattering

amplitude is greater than the nuclear scattering amplitude so that the

two indices of refraction of the cobalt, corresponding to neutron spin

states parallel and antiparallel  to  t he field,   lie on opposite sides   of

unity.  Thus, for a sufficiently small glancing angle, neutrons of one

spin orientation will undergo total reflection, neutrons of the other

spin direction will not be totally reflected for any angle of incidence.

So a reflected beam could be obtained which is practically 100% polarized.

This property of the index of refraction is independent of the neutron

wave length, so that all wave lengths greater than that, for which the

mirror angle is the critical angle, can be used, without affecting the

degree of polarization obtainedo  With an iron mirror, on the other hand,

both indices are less than unity for all possible orientations of the

magnetization with respect to the neutron beam.  With a broad wave

length spectrump the neutrons of wave length greater than about twice

the shortest which can undergo total reflection will be reflected

regardless of their spin state.  With an incident Maxwell spectrum, the

maximum polarization that can be obtained is 92%.  (For a more complete

*              discussion, see the Theoretical Physics Division report for this quarter.)

- We have had made two cobalt mirrors by electrodeposition, one on a

stainless steel backing, the other   on a copper backingo The surface

dimensions   are   1011   x  4"   and  the thickness, after grinding and polishing,   is

319  005
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about .010" e

The experimental setup has remained essentially the same as that used
.

'.

with the iron mirrors, the principal changes being an improvement of our

shielding against the extraneous neutrons which compose our backgrounde

In our previous work with iron mirrors, there were indications that

their reflectivities were less than that to be expected.  We decided to

measure the absolute reflectivity of a cobalt mirror, and did so by

comparing the intensity transmitted by a cadmium slit 1/16" x 4", with

that reflected by a cobalt mirror set in the beam at a glancing angle

(21.6n) such that it intercepts an equal cross section of the beame  A

correction had to be applied, because our BeO filter was not designed to
0

cut out all neutrons of wave length less than the cutoff valueB 4.4 Ap but

P . only to produce a sharp break in the spectrum at that wave length without

unncessary attenuation of the longer wave length neutronse  The filter

has the dimensions 5/81' x 4" x 61'o Its transmission is  8% for wave lengths

greater than 404   and 0.14% for the rest of the Maxwell spectrum. The total

transmission is 0. 5%, From transmission measurements through a gold plate

in the incident beam and the reflected beam, the fraction of the incident
0

neutrons of wave length greater than 4.4 A was calculated to be 72%*  After

this correction, we found the reflectivity of the magnetized cobalt mirror

to  be    75%  of the theoretical expec'tatibm of  50% for unpolarized neutronse

As a by-product of our measurements at this angle and angles near it,

we obtained a rough check on the calculated critical angle of reflection of
0

cobalt for 404 A neutrons, 2306'e

We suspected that the mechanical condition of the reflecting surface

might be responsible, so we measured the reflectivity of a beryllium mirror,
..;

which hAd been used by Fermi and Marshall previously.  With it we found
r.

0
practically 100% reflectivity.  We also checked the critical angle for 4.4 A

e   .7 A
n· n.,  :Ot:£3 uuo
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neutrons, and found good agreement with the calculated value 26.79.  The

reflectivity curve for the beryllium mirror is shown in Figo 1*

A considerable departure from saturation in the cobalt could account

for a low reflectivity, since then there is a spread of critical angles,

at 4.4 A the range is from 23.6I to 20.5'.  For much longer wave lengths,

both spin states would be reflected instead of one, but this would be a

much smaller effect.  We have increased our magnet currents by 33% but

found no effect on the reflected intensity.  A direct measurement of the

degree of magnetic saturation in the thin cobalt films is difficult to

effect without damaging them as mirrors.  However, we have obtained the

filler pieces, used for the polishing, and intend to make some direct

measurements on these soono

The polarization in the reflected beam is measurable by means of a
-.

second cobalt mirror set at an angle to reflect all wave lengths present

in the reflected beam.  If R is the ratio of the intensity of the twice

reflected beam with antiparallel fields to that with parallel fieldsp the

polarization is 1-R.  For 100% polarization, there should be no

reflection  when  t he fields are antiparallel, and complete reflection  when

they are parallel.  Successful analysis of the polarization requires that

no depolarization occur  in  the beam between t he mirrors,  and  that  no

adiabatic reversal of the spins take place along with the fields in the anti-

parallel case.

We have made double mirror measurements with and without the BeO

filter.      In the second  c ase, the angle setting  was   8'  for the polarizer  so

that much shorter wave lengths were reflected, and the intensity was nearly

200 times greater than with the filter.  In both cases, the smallest value

of R obtained was j which corresponds to a polarization of 50%.  With

the higher intensities available without the filter, we were able to observe
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changes in the intensity as we varied the magnet currents.  These changes

were a few percent, for the current changes made while the filter was

in place, so that our failure to detect them at the much smaller intensities

is consistent.  It would appear from that that we may expect the low

reflectivity value to be due to incomplete saturation.  Also, we were

able to detect depolarization effects due to the strong curvature of the

magnetic field at the ends of the mirrors.

We plan to rebuild our magnets to reduce these two factors limiting

the polarizationo

2042.   The Beta- Spectrum of Tl , Magic Numbers, and Neutron Pairing.
(D. Saxon and J. Richards)

The   spectrum of the 3 yr.  Tl + is of special interest because  

the nuclei involved lie close to the magic numbers 82 for protons and

126 for neutrons.1 According   to   the most recent nuclear shell   work,2
204Tl    may be useful in deciding whether high angular momentum neutrons

are added in.pairs in the heavy element region.  Both the neighboring

isotopes Tl and T1205 have the low spin
i, while the daughter substance

203

204Pb       probibly has  spin 0. Therefore the shape  of the /e spectrum of T1204

will give strong evidence for or against the high angular momentum

neutron pairing.

Thallium nitrate was irradiated in the Hanford pile; the particular

sample used had been cooling for over 2 years so that all short lived

activities had di4appeared.  As a further precaution, a chemical

purification was performed involving the conversion to the chloride

followed by a final extraction.3  The 1800 spectrometer was used at

1. M.'G. Mayer, Phys. Rev. 74, 235 (1948); E. Feenberg, Phys. Rev. 11,
320 (1949),

2.  I. W.-Nordheim, Physi Rev., 759 1894 (1949); E. E. Feenberg & K. C.
hammack, Phys. Rev. 22,-1877- 1949); M. G..Mayer, Phys. Rev. 75, 1969
(I949)

3.  We wish to think F. Hagemann for the source material and for performing
the chemical purificatione
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2% resolution in H/(2

In Fig. 2 is shown the relativistic Fermi function Kurie plot using the

daughter Pb, Z i 82.  For both sources, the data essentially agree, showing

the same bulging at high energies and the large upward deviation at the

. -          low end.  The shape is very much like that found recently for various lower

4
Z isotopes. In Fig. 3 are shown Kurie plots, the upper one corrected for

the   2%   spectrometer  resolution, 5 while the lower  has  the  - factor6 which

for G-T selection rules goes with first forbidden,  AA c 2, and parity

change.  The resolution correction leaves the high energy bulge, while

the   7'3-f;actor takes it outo Both corrections have been made in Fig. 4,

where the linear range now extends down to  eV 350 kev.   Below this the

large deviation upwards is still present.  We find it difficult to ascribe

this to residual scattering in view of the close agreement between the

two  sources  used.    Also  a low energy  component seems improbable since

there is no trace of the expected difference 24   7rayo

Another possibility is that the transition is actually second

forbidden, the ft value of 5.0 x 10  being large enough for thise  In this

case, the only correction factors that would give the data the linear

allowed shape are the scalar and axial vector interactions forA R,r 2,  with
8

-          no parity change.

It seems clear t hen  that for T1204 6,2, Z, 2 the parity being still  in

-            doubt.  This evidence would support the conjecture concerning the pairing

of the higher angular momentum neutrons in the heavy element region.

It  is to be noted that t he resolution correction raises  the end point

-
slightly.5 Our finalvalue using the average, from before and after co

I            correction,-is 783 + 10.keve0 : -
40  Fo .Bo.Shull & Ef Feenberg, Physo Rev, 75, 1768 (1949).
5.  Gi"E. Owen &.Ho Primakoff, Phys* Rev. 74, 1406 (1948)
6. The authors.wish to thank F, Bo Shull for his kindness in pointing out

the  details  of the  high  Z -iC-correction.
7.  K. Fajans and A. Fo Voight, Phys. Revo 60, 619 (1941).
8.  E. J. Konopinski & G. E. Uhlenbeck, Phys. Rev. 60, 308 (1941)

349 010
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3.  The Neutrinos from the Sun and the Source of the Earthgs Heat  (Do Saxon)

Since Bethews classic paper on the carbon-nitrogen cycle as the

source of stellar energy,1 it has been conjectured that the sun may
-

produce a considerable   neut rino   flux  even at distances   as   far   as   the

-          earth.  Bethe estimated that the neutrinos in the N13 and 015

disintegrations carry off as much as 7% of the total energy production.

_        Whether these neutrinos get.outside the sun depends on their interaction

cross section,

From the average result   of  neut rino interaction or closely related
2experiments  , the limit of il& 10-31 cm2 can be made for the neutrino

cross section.  Crane3 has estimated that the region 10-34 to 10-35 cm2

is also eliminated;  for if it were not  both the  sun' s surface temperature

gradient and the heating of the earth would be excessive, far from known

- -         equilibrium conditions. .However, Benfield4 has since pointed out that the

geophysical argument is far from secure, due to the present non-equilibrium

conditions in the earth  s surface gradient.  In view of this, the

question of the role of the sun's neutrinos in the heating of the earth
.

seems open to further experimental work.

Although neutrino interaction experiments are difficult because of

the limited sources available, there are reactions which are equivalent,

which involve the same coupling constant and give the same theoretical

cross section within an order of magnitude.5,6

The following inverse  6 reaction:

1-+  HI-+   n     +    4,

has been tried using a small Van de Graaff generator.  The 1.0 Mev electron

beam from the generator passed out through a 2 mil (13.6 mg/cm2) Al
1.   Ho A.  Bethe,  Phys. Rev. 55, 434  (1939)
20  E. 0. Wollan, Phys. Rev. 72,445 (1947); H. Ro Crane, Phys. Revo. 55,

501 (1939); Ro L. Burlingand Fo No Do Kurie, Phys. Rev. a, 109'Ii948)
30  Ho R. Crane, Rev„ Modo Phys. 20, 294 (1948)
40  A. E. Benfield, Phys. Rev· 74, 621 (1948)
5.  H. Ao Bethe & Ro F. Bacher, Revo Modo Physo   196 (1936) 349    01 4
60  Ho Primakoff, Phys. Rev6 74, 110 (1948)

.-= -I.
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/6

window and was stopped in paraffin.  The neutrinos that might be produced

(En  *6&300  ev) were moderated  in  the same paraffin geometry and counted

in a B    lined and ·31%3 filled proportional counter.   A fast pre-
10

amplifier and amplifier were used in conjunction with the usual scale of 64.

_         During the taking of data all pulses were monitored in an oscilloscope,

so that 'neutron pulses could be distinguished from electrical pickup

or Bremssttahlung pile-up.  When the generator was turned on for the

first time, the Bremsstrahlung pile-up was high enough to jam the

mechanical recorder.  By placing Pb shielding between the paraffin and

counter, by removing all high Z substances from near the beam path, and

finally by speeding up the preamplifier and amplifier, it was possible to

run at 20 Bamps and still keep the Bremsstrahlung. below the amplifier

clipping levelo  The counter geometry efficiency was estimated to be

5 x 10-3 at 300 eve  This value was extrapolated from two known sources

at higher energies, r(Sb,Be)n  at  25  kev,  and Y'(Ra,Be)n  at  *V  1  Mev. 7

„                       The  number of atoms  of Hl effective  in the inverse,8 reaction  3  x  1022

was estimated from the thickness of paraffin to slow the 1.0 Mev electrons

down to 0.29 Mev, the threshold for the reaction.

At the -maximum beam current used,  20/lt amps, there  was no observable

effect beyond statistics.  The estimated error of 0028 counts/min when   -

used with the other data gives a cross section limit of 5. 2.5 x 10-37 cm2.
In Fig. 5 is shown the neutrino absorption/cm3/sec in the earth as

a function of the interaction cross sectiono The solid curve was

calculated assuring a point source modell for the sungs neutrinos;
-

exponential absorption in the sun, and homogeneous absorption in the
-

earth.    The _two horizontal lines represent the observed levelfor  the

earthrs heat losses in equivalent neutrino absorptions. --Assuming the
.-I7. The.photondutron source calibration was kindly done f6r us by Ae

Wattenberg and his group.

349  015
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equivalence df the observed cross section to·that for neutrinos, it

follows from Fig. 5 that at most 4% (and probably only 1%) of the

observed earth,s heat losses could be attributed to the sun's neutrinose

This result eliminates the sun,s neutrinos as a significant source

of the earth,s heat.  It should be mentioned that Crane,s results3

for the neutrino heating effect seem to be larger than the present

one  by a factor  of  10.    The pa rticular solar model and constants  used  can

influence the results radically.

The ultimate cross section that can be detected by the present

method is considerably smaller than 2.5 x 10 cm e  By using a-37 2

more efficient detector with lower background, and also higher beam

currents, it should be possible to reach 10-38 to 10-39.

The author wishes to thank Me Burgy for many stimulating

discussions, from the inception of the experiment to its completion.

Also, many thanks  to Lo Johnson and T.  Brill' s group  for the flawless

performance of counter and circuits.  The Van de Graaff generator

was used under the guidance of S. Rockline

4.  Search for Internal Pair Formation Following Na24 Disintegration

(D. Saxon.and Jo Richards)

M. E. Rosel has recently calculated the internal pair coefficients

as a function of energy and multipole order for both electric and

magnetic transitions.  In view of thisp we have tried to look for this

24 =-                  24e ffect   from  the Na disintegration. Following  each  .a decay  to  Mg

there are 2 rs emitted of energies 1.380 and 2.765 Meve  The threshold

for the pair process is /#/1.0 Mev, so that the distributions of   4

energies will go up to le'75 Mev.   The low energy 4' is expected to

contribute little as compared to the high onee ry
.N

C)
·The internal pair coefficient is defined as the ratio of internal

pairs to original  1'' s producing theme Using the
1800   spectrometer,                '9

C>

we have done the followinge  Setting the instrument for  (using the

duplicate chamber support and vacuum manifold built for this purpose),
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the spectrum was ·surveyed up to 1.75 Mev for any positions above backgroundo

There was no effect within the statistic of 105 counts/mino; this value

integrated up to 1075 Mev, gives us a limit on the number of internal pairs

formed. The chamber was then reversed, and the /8 spectrum surveyedo

Since the 2.765  Mev T follows the  Grone  to  one,   the area under  the

spectrum gives the relative number of  Y't s directly.   From the

statistics and the e-spectrum, we get the limit of * 806 x 10-4

for the internal pair conversion coefficiento  For electric transitions Rose

found values of 1005 x 10-4 for dipole and 7 x 10-4 for quadrupole.

For magnetic transitions he found 6 x 10-4 for dipole, with higher

-4multipoles giving lower values.  From our value of 6 8.6 x 10  9 it
might be tertatively concluded that the 2.765 Mev  ris not electric

dipoleo  With a higher resolution instrument and a hotter source, it

should be possible to lower the limit sufficiently so that any positive

effect above statistics would make the multipole assignment definitee

In the course of surveying the  51=spectrum, points were taken

at the expected position for the internal conversion lines from the

1.380 r. No lines were found, and the statistics give the limit

-4o f 6 2 x 1 0 for the total internal coefficient.  Extrapolating the

K coefficients  of Rose et al from Z -- 40,  down to Z    12 by a %3

law, the values even for high multipoles are lower than the limit of

5.   2   x   10-4,    so   that no assignment    can   be    made o

10  Bulletin of the Amo Phys. Soce 24, 15, 45 June 1949o
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80*
5:  Dissociation of Ethyl Bromide Containing 4.5 Hre Br    by Transition

-

to 18 Min. Brao  (T. H. Davies and S. Wexler)

In the isomeric transition:
4.4 h .Br

80*

I,T,
l
86 kev        e- - 23.6,-35.5, 42.2

Y80 X-rays4&         Mev
18 m Br

parallel chemical effects have long been noted and attributed to the

process of internal conversion which accompanies the transition.  For

example, organic bromides marked with the nuclearly excited 4.5 h

isotope  yield on aqueous extraction radiochemically pure 18 m Br
80

present as inorganic bromine.1,2  Not only does the conversion free    t he

daughter from any molecular binding of the parent, but the daughter

apparently exhibits a high transitory chemical reactivity.  Decay of

80*
the 4.5 h Br present in a dilute solution of Br2 in CCl  produces

80 3
Ccb Br or CCl Br2 marked with 18 m Br  .    Replacement of Cl by Br

does not occur with photolysis of CC]* containing Br20

Both the molecular disruption and the subsequent chemical reactivity

have been charged to the electronic processes which follow the loss. of a

K or L electron in the transition.  In the succeeding Auger process

additional electrons are lost and the resulting highly charged molecule

ion dissociates.  The total number of electrons 16st by the Br in the

process has been estimated by DeVault and Libby4 using fluorescent

yields and by Cooper5 via an approximate quantum mechanical calculation.

By the first calculation 15% of the transitions should cause ionization

of all valence ele ctrons,    four   or more electrons should   be   lost   in   at

- .           least 60% of t e transitions.  In 10% only two electrons should be lost,

le  E. Segre, R. S. Halford & G. T. Seaborg, Phys. Rev. 55, 321 (1939).
2.  D. C. DeVault & W. F. Libby, J.A.C.S. 63, 3216 (1941h

--           3.  E. G. Bohlman & Jo E. Willard, J.A.C.S.,  64, 1342 (1942),
4.  Loc cit
5.  E. P. Cooper, Phys. Reve 61, 1 (1942) c 349  019
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and in less than 2% only one electron should be lost.  By the second method

the average number of electrons lost per transition is estimated as 4.7.

However, a positive charge on atomic species created by isomeric transition

uith internal conversion has yet to be demonstrated experimentallye  In

-          the following, we have begun with ethyl bromide marked with 4.5 h Br80*,

-                                       80
awaited decSy to the 18 m Br   in an electric field, and examined the

80
electrodes for evidence of charged Br resulting from the transitione

A.  Procedure and Results
-

Tank hydrogen bromide, freed of H2 by condensation and pumping, was

irradiated at  30 mm pressure  in a quartz chamber  for two hours  in the

thimble of the Argonne heavy water pile. The chamber was connected to

the manifold as shown in Figure 6 and the extension evacuated.  Tank

ethylene, purified by condensation and pumping, was introduced to the

2nd manifold to a pressure of 10 mm and condensed in the quartz trap.

=. The chamber was opened with a magnetic hammer and the irradiated H Br

dondensed on the ethylene.  After warming the quartz trap to room

temperature, the photochemical addition of H Br  to C2H4 to yield ethyl

bromide was accomplished using two General Electric Germicidal lamps,

the course of the reaction being followed with the manometer.  The

addition was essentially complete in an hour.  The gas was then pulled

three times through a  soda lime trap to remove excess H 84 and approxi-

mately three microns introduced into the decay chamber. The chamber

resembled that described in previous Quarterly Reports dealing  with

neut ron capture by ethyl bromide. A central  rod of copper with amalgamated

surface in the cylindical quartz container was surrounded by two

, amalgamated copper foils arranged as tandem concentric cylinders with

a gap of 2 cm between the neighboring edges of the two foils.  The lower

foil was electrically connected  t o the central  rod.     Thus,   when  a

potential difference was applied to the central rod and upper foil, the
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lower annular gas space was field-free while the identiSal upper annular

gas space was subjected to the potential difference of the central rod and

upper foil.  The concentric cylinder found by the foils against the vessel

:                   walls  were  20  Imn. i.d. while  the  rod  was  1.59  mm.  o.d.  in- the  "thin  rod"

experiments, and 11 mm. o.d. in the "fat rod" runs.  The CZH5Br was.

allowed to decay for one hour, the gas pumped out, and chamber dis-

assembled, and electrodes transferred to washing chambers.  The remainder of

the procedure is similar to that used in the n, r studies reported

previously, wherein the radio bromine in first extracted from the foils

and  rod with aqueous  acid and alkaline solutions contai ning bromide

carrier  and  then d etermined  by the usual radiochemical procedureo

Counting was begun about four 18 min. half lives after the decay time

(approximately 6 hours after the irradiation of the hydrogen bromide)
0

and decay was followed for about three hours. A small 4.5 h Br80* -

activity  on each electrode probably due to adsorbed  H Br was subtracted

from the total Br activity and the latter corrected for chemical yield

and to the same time of counting.  The data are collected in the following

table:
Table 1

80Distribution of Br Activities
Between Wall. and Rod

80
Exp. Voltage Br  Activity (Cts„/Min.)

Rod " Wall Ratio

(Wall/Rod)

1 (Thin Rod) R6d-Negative 3000 v 709 252 0.36
Neutral                  53 1127 21.

(

2 (Fat Rod)* Rod - 2500 v 1910 1230 0064
Neutral 790 4700 6.0

-           3 (Fat Rod) Rod - 2500 V 356 191 0.54
Neutral 192 445 2e3

4 (Thin Rod) Rod + 3000 v             16 1437 90.

Neutral                  50 847 17.

*In experiment 2, the electrodes were not subjected to radiochemical analysis

349  022
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for  Br,but the outer foils   and  the foil wrapped   in  t his experiment around

the c entral  rod were wrapped around a Raythion glass tube counter  and

counted immediately following the decay   period.

B.  Calculations and Discussion

The large voltage effects shown in the table demonstrate the

80
existence of large numbers of positive Br atomse  A quantitative

estimate of the fractions of cationic, anionic and neutral bromine

fragments can be made through the use of equations presented in

earlier Quarterly Reports.  Since the recoil energy from the electron

ejection is negligible relative to the potential gradients, the  rod and

wall surfaces will be assigned collection efficiencies of unity for

oppositely charged species.  Then, for the thin rod experiments one

finds the fraction of positively charged Br80 (N+) to be 0.72, of

negative species (N-)  - 0.003, and of neutral species (No) 0.28.

Within experimental error, then, negatively charged Br8l does not'appeare

-          From the data of the fat rod run, assuming No . 0, N+ becomes

approximately 0.50.

The di stfibution of radio bromine  in the absence   of an electric

field is in good agreement with the ratio of 21 to 1, calculated from

geometrical considerations.  (See Report AECD-2374).  However, the

fat rod neutral ratio obtained by direct counting of the electrodes

is not in agreement with the calculated ratio of 2.8,  We are unable

to explain the high ratio of 6.0 when the electrodes are counted

80directly except to note that the total Br activity from the two
.-

electrode systems are not in good agreement in:this experimente

80*  6The decay scheme now accepted for 4*5 h Br. . assumes complete

6.  E. Segrer and A o C. Helmholz, Rev. Mode Physe, 21, 271 (1949)

343  023
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-.             conversion of one of the two r-rays Nemitted" seriatim in the transitiono
80The observation of a significant fraction of uncharged Br reported

here may indicate either that charged species are not invariably
-

produced by conversion or that Ilcollisions'l accompanied by charge

- transfer still occur   at   the gas pressures employed. Further experiment s

are required.
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Q6
Gr6up #3 - G. Ro Ringo

1.  Improvement of 'the Monochromated Neutron Intensity from Crystals
(H. H. A. Krueger, Go R. Ringo)

-               Many neutron diffraction studies are made difficult or impossible

by the relatively low intensity of monochromatic neutron beams presently

available.  In part this is caused by the low efficiency of crystal mono-

chromators.  For example the LiF bank used as a monochromator here gives a

beam containing about 1/50 of the neutrons emerging from the collimator in

the energy range determined by the resolution of the collimator and crystal

combination.  It was thought that this factor of .02 could be raised con-

siderably by increasing the disorder of the microcrystals in the mono-

chromator crystal until the angular resolution of the crystal was comparable

with that of the collimating system.  This was to be done by stacking slabs

-

of crystals with lead wedges to give a small angle between adjacent faces.

-  This scheme was first attempted with mica crystals because of their

availability  in   sh eet form.      It was found, however,   that   a   stack   of  mica

sheets without the lead wedges had a considerable spread in microcrystal

orientation as judged from the double crystal rocking curves.  A stack

0."020 thick showed a spread of ab.out   18   min o    and a stack 0."060 thick

one of 22 min.  The lead wedges were accordingly omitted and the results

of reflected intensity versus thickness shown  in   Fig. 7 obtained  with   a
0

6' angle of incidence (2 A neutrons).  This data has been corrected for the

loss due to incoherent scattering and absorption and the results are shown

by the dotted curve.  This curve shows no evidence of extinction which is

reasonable enough considering the crystal resolution.  If this correction

for transmission loss is proper it can be argued that about 1/20 of the

neutrons in the right energy range have been reflected.
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These results seem to indicate that the fundamental idea of the stack

is sound but that it is not applicable to mica crystals, at least for

neutrons of less than 5 A wavelength because of the long path lengths

involved, nor to lithium compounds because of the high cross section of

lithium.  It is hoped to try the method in some crystal such as calcite

where it has more prospects of success.

2. Small Angle Scattering of Neutrons by Powdered Materials (D. Meneghetti)

Because there is still uncertainty in the theoretical interpretation

of this phenomena (see ANL-4277) our measurements have been improved by

reducing the uncertainty in the most uncertain factor, the particle size.

This was done by a sedimentation analysis which, for powders with a con-

siderable range of particle sizes, is more accurate than any other scheme

we know except an extremely lengthy microscopic study of the powders„  The
-

sedimentation method hap the advantage of giving the right sort of depen-

dence on particle shape and clumping, in that very irregularly shaped

particles will fall more slowly than regularly shaped ones of the same weight

and will appear in the statistics as several smaller particles.  Since a

neutron traversing one of these might pass in and out of it several times,

this is how they should appear.  The results of this work are shown in

Fig.   8    and the table.
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Small Angle Scattering of Neutrons by Powdered Materials

Material Sample Weighted Average. 64 =i Width of Scattered Beam at 1/e Ordinate, in Radians, at 1.22
Thickness Particle Diameter Millielectron volts.
gms/cm2    by Sedimentation

in Microns Experimental Refraction by Refraction by Diffraction.
Spheres Random·Surfaces

0  11 F 1 7   u
  462,r(lug ·0 41)12   262n(log.-+7)--1 2  Na,(15'Irl·· i'F (-8')2-[51- J 2|61 J  7rd

Aluminum 17·3           16 0.014 0.012 0.010 0.0045

CaCQ3 4.19 5.6 .035 .024 .020 .0089

Lampblack .348 0.72               .027            .036 .026 .0113     7

Co
p#
(0

20
CD
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Group #4 - C„ 0. Muehlhause

1.  Pile Neutron Absorption Cross Sections (S. Harris, S. Rasmussen,
H. Schroeder, G. Thomas)

The  measurement   of  0-pile   (crpi:Le   =trth   +   .054 1  )   for 55 element s
C,

-            has been completed.  This brings to a close the first phase of the pro-

gramme work with the pile oscillator.  The second phase has begun and is

-         discussed in section 2 of this report.  Table I lists the final values

obtained (at a cost of 50 man hours per cross section).  They are believed

to be accurate to better than 5%.

2.  Resonance Neutron Absorption Cross Sections Via Pile Oscillator
(S. Harris, S. Rasmussen, H. Schroeder, G. Thomas)

This work consisted in measuring <  (abs. res. integral including

1/v component) by oscillating samples inside a fixed Cd sleeve placed in

..           the thimble of CP-3. Calibration was effected as before with a standard.

The best known resonance absorption integral, Au = 1300 b , was chosen.

This is presumed accurate to •v 5%.

A Au foil sufficiently thin (*v .2 mg/cm2) that peak resonance

neutrons be absorbed linearly with thickness was too small to give an

accurately measurable pile effect„  Therefore a 1 mil Au foil was used of

which the effective resonance absorption integral had been determined by

a Cd-ratio activation measurement in the rabbit flux of CP-3 (section 6).

This value of 508 b yielded an in-Cd pile calibration factor of 66.3/L/cm2.

Low atomic weight materials have a serious slowing down correction.

This effect arises from the epi-Cd neutron moderation and consequent

, absorption   in  the Cd sleeve.      It   i s proportional  to     ci , where         is   the

slowing down power of the material and ts the immediate epi-Cd scattering

cross section.  The apparent resonance absorption integral,Z due to
-                                                                      St '
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3 2                    TABLE  I

Element 0-pile Comments Chemical Forms

(barns)

1H 0,246 slowing down               H20
important

58 7100 standard
Bl  8203'   H3803

11Na 0.52 Na NaF

-

12Mg 0.06                                     Mg

13Al 0.22                                       Al

14Si 0.16 Si02

163 O.51 S  CS2

17Cl 31.5 (2(16

19K - 2.11 K KF

20Ca 0.43 CaF  CaC03

21SC 31.8 SC203

22Ti 5.88                                       Ti

23V 4.93 V2 03.72

24Cr 3.05 Cr  Cr203

25Mn 12.3                                         Mn

26Fe 2.48 Fe  Fe203

27CO 35.7                                        CO  COO

28Ni 4.37                                       Ni  NiO

29Cu 3.71                                     CU  CUO

30Bn 1.09 in

31Ga 3.10                                       Ga

32Ge 2.64 Ge02

33AS 5.46 As203

34se 12.2                                        Se

35Br 8.83 C  Br4

38sr 1.53 SrF2

349
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33
Table I (Cont.)

Element 0-pile Comments Chemical Forms

.  (barns)

.

-, 4ogr -0.4 -Zr02

41(b 1.51 Cb  Cb205

42Mo 3.04 Mo M003

44Ru 6.30 .'150 mg/cm2                  Ru

45Rh 172. ..4 15 mg/cm2 Rh

46Pd 10e3 thick                        Pd

47Ag 90. *.' 5 mg/cm2                    Ag

50sn 0.72                                          Sn

51Sb 8.15 -/400 mg/cm2
Sb  Sb203

52Te 5.82 Te

53I- 9.23 -4 250 mg/cm2
I  CHI   PbI2

55CS 35.8 CsF  Cs2304

55Ba 1.35 BaF2

57La 9.01 La203

58Ce .,,0.65 small sample Ce203

6ONd 52, perhaps rar6
earth impurity Nd203

62Sm .482000 Sm203

64Gd 36500. Gd2(304)3

72Hf 171. v 20 mg/cm2 Hf02

73Ta 36. +v130 Ing/cm2
Ta  Ta205

74w 24* -1130 mg/cm2 W WO3

75Re 120. -15   Ing/cm2                                                       Re

77Ir .0 470. -410  mg/cm2                                                  Ir

78Pt 13.5                                           Pt

79Au ...,157. -4 3.5   mg/cm2                                                                    Au

80Hg #*.,380. HgO Hg(CN)2

81Tl 3.65                                          Tl

82Pb 0.16                                            Pb

83Bi 0.038 Bi

349 032
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slowing down is then:

£34 =K S a l
By measuring Z   for  C and  H the constant  K was evaluated as - 0.8.

1

-. Another factor of basic importance  is  the 1/v contribution  to   £c·
This can be obtained by oscillating boron in Cd.  The result obtained was

for too thick boron.  However, from other data (eg. Cd ratio for B) it has

-                            been   shown   that   A.       .45    (Eth·

With the above, a complete analysis of neutron absorption in the pile

is possible since:

1'0   ,  r  - £1.-   ,£,-O.45 0-th
and:

 pile = a-th + •054 £c
Therefore one may obtain cr th, £ &4.,  and  Ec ·

- Table   II   li sts tentative values   of   r. and where possible a compari-

son  d th   the Ec obtained by activation ( section   6) .

The difficulties in measuring 1(c with the pile oscillator are too

many to surmount in a reasonable time.  A sample of the proper thickness

is in general too small to give an accurately measureable pile effect. '

We are therefore discontinuing the measurement   of  £cby this method.

349 033
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35      TABLE II
Epi ]admium Cross

Sec :ionsElement Comments
(pile) (act.)

13A127 9615 9*14

17Cl 9.7

22Ti 2.5

24Cr 1.6

25Mn55            9.1               8.0

27C059 406 411

29Cu 3.35 3.34

33As             27·               31:5

42Mo 11:

45Rh 485., 574. Pile sample too thick

50Sn 3.6

52Te 30.

3                 5 a                         6.3
57La              9.4               8.6

72Hf 1100   1360. Pile sample too thick

78Pt 58.

79Au Standard

SECRET

3.  U238 Neutron Resonance Absorption (C. Muehlhause, A. Radkowsky, S. Unter-

myer)

Various diameter normal uranium metal rods 2" long were oscillated

in-Cd,using  the  CP-3 pile oscillator ( section  2). The effective resonance

absorption integral of U was determined for each rod. £u (effective) was
found to be linear with the ratio of surface area (cm2) to mass.(gm):

E. = a t b  
as given by the project handbook.

0340 '.k J
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The handbook equation valid essentially for 28 is given below along

with the oscillator equation which is also sensitive to 25.

E    , 9.25 + 24.7  Handbook

E
  6.65 + 25.4  Pile Osc.

It will be observed that the "b" values agree very well, but the

"a" values differ by 2.6 b. This difference may be accounted for by the

pile sensitivity to 25.     25 in 28 1 2b which absorption leads to a

net   of   (4 -1) neutrons having a positive reactive effect   on the pile.

This negative absorption due to 25 would be approximately constant because:

a) it is dilute

-                b) it is largely a 1/v type absorber

The U235 necessary to test this point, however, was locked safely in. a

/

vault thus securing both it and our ignorance.

The discrepency in "a" could also be explained by the low flux in

the  neighborhood  of a uranium resonance (i„e„ principally  at -, 7  ev).

Both these factors should be investigated.

4.  Determination of Neutron Cross Sections by Co and Mn Detection
(C. T. Hibdon)

This work is a continuation of the Co and Mn detected neutron absorp-

tion studies reported in previous quarterly reports.  Additional elements

measured are given in Table III.

TABLE III

Co (120 ev) Mn (300 ev)
Element orP                  4 p              0.1 CDL 0-4 Clf AP C-2 C-/1.

11Na 4.16 1000 4.40 4.23 I9. 24. 110.

Cr 3o73 96. 4.0 22. 3.72 4.90 100.
-             24

it;                                 3,1 9         0, 9 Cli.j U U
.....                             495
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The most interesting case of resonance overlap in the above is that of

\
Na and Mn because the a priori chance of Na having a resonance below 500 ev

is only .005.  This becomes evident if one considers that the next highest

known resonance in Na occurs at 65 Kev and thereafter the average level

separation is 100 Kev.

Using a NaF detector and Mn absorbers:

A L    =     .4 6    and      €2    =     110    b

Similarly a NaF detector and NaF absorbers indicate:

AL=    .36   and      O-  =   160   b

From this data and the Mn on Mn data one can show:

Illa z   Gin - 15 ev

[EN. - EMn] -" rn
Thick Na metal foils were also measured for self indication and Mn

resonance overlapping #ith essentially the same result„ If absrdet, then:
Na -Na -' 100 b Mnc-Na - 100 b

The epi-Cd scattering cross section,  -epi-Cd, also yielded the Na

resonance scattering integral:

261 =  9.1  ( C.epi-Cd  - S ) See previous Quarterly

= 9.1 x 4.0 = 36 b

which when corrected  for the chamber sensitivity becomes  . 70 b (assuming

ENa'v   300    ev).

Further indication of the Na-Mn resonance overlapping was obtained by

an independent method (section 5).  In section 5 it is demonstrated that

the Na resonance is at a higher energy than the Mn resonance.

5.  Neutron Resonance Widths of Mn56, (0609 and w]-870 (C. To Hibdon)

A  comparison of self-indicated cross sections measured first  with  two

% ' foils in the direct neutron beam and second with one foil in the scattered

beam  affords a means of evaluating the total re sonance width,  /'  .

9 Z. Q 076W ... V
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Schematically the two measurements take place a's follows:

in beam               1          1 <- neutrons
'

(flat spectrum)Detector i abs

Scatterer

off beam                                 <      neutrons

i abs

1   1 Dete,tor(flat)

Due to the loss of energy on elastic scattering in the off-beam

case the scattered neutrons shifted to lower energies by the fraction

afwhere  for 900 scattering  d = 2M/(M + 1)2 (M = atomic weight of scatterer).

-

The scattered neutron spectrum has a Breit-Wigner shape in which:

E -+ 6=E (1 - c£)

Go = Eo (1 -4)

r     -, ra- ct,
The off-beam self-indicated cross section,-*2,  will then be lower

than Cri /2, which  is the in-beam self-indicated cross section.     It  can

-           be shown:

C-0 /2 1   +    ( Eo     2mr
An apparatus for measuring 900 resonance scattered neutrons was

constructed. It consisted  of  an iron neutron collimator   (1-1/8"   I.D.),

.- two Al pipes (3" and 4" I.D.) each about 4' long. These were joined

-- by a brass housing 1' long, 8" diameter in which a scattering foil

-           could be placed.  The foil could be lowered in, out, or rotated with

349 ....  C,"'.'
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respect to the beam.  The Al pipe and brass housing system was evacuated

to prevent air scattering.  Epi-Cd neutrons from CP-3 were scattered out

of the brass housing at 90' thru an Al window.  A long carbon detector

placed in the annular scattering chamber detected the scattered neutrons.

The energy independent scattering of carbon replaced the in-beam

flatness (with energy) of the direct flux.  This made the in-beam and

off-beam measurements comparable, and also provided a measurable detection

of scattered neutrons.

Table IV lists the self indicated values obtained and the calculated

widths for Mn, Co and W.

TABLE IV·

Element Co(1* mil) Co(13 mil) Mn(2 mil) W(1 mil)

sSf in beam 2224. 2009. 680. 2466.

CTI
self at 900 676. 628. 226. 899.

r (ev) .2.61 .2.66 .7.43 .  0.292

The Mn value was only half of that calculated from the Mn resonance

scattering integral.  This may be caused by the fact that foils were too

thicke

NaF and Na foils were also measured for Mn resonance overlapping,

but with less accuracy than in the other cases.  However, it was shown

that:

-                                                          Mn rNa '*4 100  b

Na 0-Mil  "" 20 - 30 b

where here the notation indicated:

-                            C-Abs. Scatt.

The above behavior is only true provided that ENa ' EMn (section 4).

0-«....«. 03861'.1:0
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-.           6. Neutron Resonance Activation Integtals (G. Thomas)

Additional Cd-ratio measurements were made in the rabbit flux of

CP-3 as outlined in the previous Quarterly.  Table V lists the data

obtained to dateo

-                                                TABLE V

Iso tope Cd-Ratio fc/CEh E& C'th Source of 0-th

11Na23 70.3 0.396 0.21 0o52  pile   =  0.5 2

13A127 43.1 0.654 0.14 0.22
M-Tile   =   O.2 2

15p31 63·8 0.438 0.10 Oo23 Seren CP-2376

21Sc45 69.0 0.405 12.9 31.9 (r.pile = 31.8

23v51 70.6 0.395 1.96 4.95 a--ile   =   4.9 3

25Mn55 43.2 0.654 7.95 12.1 Cpile = 12.3

59 23.8 1.203 4104 34.3 epile = 35.727CO

29Cu63 30.5 0.933 

65 30.8 0.921/1

7 3.34 3.62 , e'pile = 3.71
29Cu

31Ga69 5.79 5.75 8.05 1.40 Seren CP-2376

31Ga71 7.96 3.95 13.3 3.36            „

33As75 4.36 8.18 31.5 3.85 wpile   =   5.4 6

41Cb93 9.59 3021 4.20 1.31 apile  =  1.51

45Rh103 7.94 3.97 574. 155· Cpile = 172.

47Ag107 13„35 2.23 99. 44.3 Seren CP-2376

49Inl15 3.36 11.65 2260. 194. K. Way AECD-2138

57La139 28.9 0.987 8.63 8.75 C-pile = 9.01

72Hfl80 14.9 1.98 19.8 10.0 Seren CP-2376

72Hfall *#' 3 0 0 -4 1360. 100. Gpile   =   171.

73Tal8l 2.09 25.3 521„ 20.6 Seren CP-2376

74W186 3.93 9.38 321. 34.2
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Table V (Cont.)

Iaotope Cd-Ratio  .frth £4 ath Source of a-th

75Re
185 '

-'3.45 11.2 11300 101. Seren CP-2376

Re187 -*8.08
1;

75 3.89 293· 75.3

77Ir191 9.37 3.28 3310. 1008.            "

77Ir193 3.89 9.52 1220. 128.5 11

79Au197 2.91 14.38 1340. 93. Standard- -

Wattenberg

81T1203 '*'10.4 2o92 22.1 7.56 Corrected
Seren CP-2376

81T1205 -47.22 4.42 0.493 O.111

 Th232       ov 5.48 6.13 46.4 7.58

The value for Hfall was obtained by the method of capture   r -ray

detection using scintillation counters in coincidence and counting with

and without Cd in a collimated neutron beam from CP-3 (section 7).

7. Average Number  Jr -rays per Neutron Capture (C. Muehlhause, R. Swank)

Two scintillation counters in coincidence were placed next to but

not in a collimated neutron beam from CP-3.  Single counting rates and

coincidence counting rates were taken for various absorber foils placed

in the beam opposite the counters.

Abs foil

C     Neutrons

ee
Counters

Multiple    Y scattering was shown  to be negligible. Chance coincidences

(small) arising from the .4 /4 s resolving time of the mixer circuit were

deducted.

The ratio of single to coincidence rate is given by:

f  =   (11  -  1)  6         where:

--            3 9 9         0 4 0
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c =  coincidence rate

s =  single rate

1) = average number 2  -rays/capture

E= mean Y -ray detection efficiency

Values of c/s were obtained for various materials and F evaluated

using a 5 yr C060  1 -ray source in which -U = 2. The results are

naturally very approximate due to the obvious assumptions made.

Table VI lists the results obtained.

TABLE VI

Element                 9

11Na
23                  1.8

13A127 200

25Mn55 3.6

48Cd113 4.1

49In
115 3.4

62Sm147 5.3

72Hf 4.3

74*                    3.0

79Au197 3.9

90Th232 4.3

92U238 3 o0

8.    Search  for U235  (C.  Muehlhause, E. Rylander)

About fifty samples   of  U308  were co 11ected from various likely

points in Argonne for 25 analysis. A method which was rapid, safe,

,

repeatable and sensitive only to 25 content was desirable.  Such a method,

consisted in bombarding -41 gm of each sample in the rabbit flux of_CP-3

349 041
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for 30 sec and counting its delayed neutrons from the out-position of

the rabbit tube.  A BF3 neutron counter imbedded in paraffin was used

for detection.  Counting was essentially completed 1 min after the end of

bombardment.  The same sample could then again be bombarded without

handling.  In.this manner several readings could be taken on each sample

in less than 10 minutes.  A sample of normal U308 was used for comparison.

One sample indicated a delayed neutron intensity *+.* 4 times that  of

normal U.  This batch was sent to Oak Ridge where it was found that the

material contained  ..,30  gm  U235.

t==

349 042
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Group #5 - A. Wattenberg

1.  Photographic Plate Techniques Applied to Gamma Ray Studies (B. Hamermesh)

a) The Neutron Capture 21 -ray Spectrum of Chlorine

The techniques for studying neutron capture 3. -ray spectra reported

-         in ANL 4237 and ANL 4277 have been applied'to chlorine.

The chlorine was in the form of finely powdered hexachlorothane,

C2C16, contained in an aluminum container of 1/16" wall thickness.  The con-

tainer was 4" x 4" and J" deepo  The 8" depth is approximately equal to one

mean free path for thermal neutron capture.  The chlorine sample holder was

placed next to the photographic plate holder containing the experimental

plate (See Fig. 2 ANL 4277).

74.8 min2 :  of each of the experimental and background plates were

searched and 302 tracks were found on the former and 53 were found on the

latter. The distribution in range of these tracks is shown in Fig. 9.

The data id Fig. 9  have bedn corrected for dip of tracks into the emulsion.

In Fig. 10 is shown the spectrum  of 2 -rays.  Here the data have

been corrected for the probability of the tracks leaving the emulsion and

for the variations with energy  of the  ( r,n) cross section  of the deuteron „.

The spectrum shows a very broad group of 3' -rays beginning at the low

energy cut-off of the detector which slowly decreases in intensity and

becomes very small near 8 Mev.  Then one finds a very intense group of

tracks centered near 8.5 Mev.  The maximum energy in the spectrum is between

9 - 9.5 Mev.

The spectrum is very different from the Cd spectrum.  It is definitely

not a continuous spectrum but shows evidence of the line structure to be
-

expected from low atomic number targetso

349  043
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b) The Neutron Capture Y -ray Spectrudiof Iron

The searching of the plates exposed to the iron neutron capture r -rays

is near completion.  Preliminary results indicate a continuous spectrum with

a maximum energy of about 7 Mev.

c) Neutron Capture Y -rays from Other Elements

Other elements being studied are:

1, Aluminum

2. Thorium

3. Gold

4. Bromine

2.  Calibration of Standard Geiger Counters,(S. J. Czyzak, A. Wattenberg)

The method described in CP-1988 has been used to standardize two

counters (Elaine and Shiftless) in order to permit the measurement of high

neutron fluxes.  Two sources of error in previous applications of this

.· _         technique were:

a) the missing of counts at high counting rates due to dead time, and

b) the lack of reproducibility of the geometry of some of the absorbers.

The dead time was determined and corrections were applied to correct

for it.  The absorbers were mounted in a more reproducible manner.

-                 The experiments and results will be given in detail in a separate

report.

3.  Photo-disintegr&tion of Bismuth and Lead (B. Hamermesh, A. Wattenberg)

The photographic plate studies of the r-rays produced when a  neu-

tron is captured by either cadmium or chlorine indicated the presence of

--            high energy gamma rays (over 7 Mev).  It was thought desirable to try to

-
use these gammas to photo-disintegrate nuclei with binding energies less

than these high energy tails.  A preliminary experiment was run to see if

L
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-            we could observe the photo-neutrons produced in the presence of the pile

background. Positive effect s were obtained from these 3--rays falling

on lead and bismuth and no effect was observed on aluminum.

Attempts are being made to improve and calibrate the experimental

set up.  It is definitely feasible to use capture    -rays to photo-

disintegrate various nuclei with binding energies below 8 Mevo

-

07 n rl, /: 7
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Group #6 - E. der Mateosian

1.Reported Isomerism in Ti51 (E. der Mateosian, M. Goldhaber, A. Smith)

An attempt was made to detect the 72d isomeric activity reported in

Ti51.  Twenty mgs. of very pure titanium obtained from the DuPont Co. was

-         bombarded in the thimble of CP-3 for 16 hrs. and the activity produced

was followed in the vibrating reed electrometer ion chamber for several

weeks.  No activity with a half-life longer than three days was observed.

If the 72d activity is real and not due to impurities, its cross section

for pile neutrons must be at least ten times smaller than that reported by

Seren, Friedlander and Turkel.

In the last Quarterly we reported data which disproved the existence

of isomers reported in Ca49 (see Seaborg-Perlman tables).  These results

are in agreement  with the shell theory   of M. Mayer _which predict s   that   the

first long lived isomeric states in even-odd nuclei should occur for nuclei  -

containing 39 or more odd nucleons.

The following data were obtained for the 6m Ti51 activity:

Cd Ratio -440

Capture Cross Section (atomic)  -v 0.1 barn

"„         „ (isotopic)- ,2.0 barn

2. Delayed Coincidence Measurements on Hf181 (46 days) (S. B. Burson,
E. der Mateosian)

A number of investigators working independently have made determina-

tions of the radiations of Hfl81 (46 days).  The gamma rays have been

-         measured by several using beta spectrographs and the results are substan-
-«

tially in agreement.  Probably the best of these are those of Chu and
.

Wiedenbeckl„  The values determined by them for the four observed gamma

1  K. Y. Chu and M. L. Wiedenbeck, Phys. Rev. 21, 226 (1949)

349  048
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J
rays are:

Gamma Ray Energies - Chu and Wiedenbeck

0.471 Mev

0"337 Mev

0.134 Mev

0.130 Mev

-              Although but one beta ray of 0.6 Mev has heretofore been reported,

several experiments have hinted at the possible complexity of the beta

spectrum. We have carried out delayed coincidence work which confirms

this hypothesis.

Using a delayed coincidence circuit having a resolving time of

7.25 microsecoftds and a delay of 8.5 microseconds, we have been able to

isolate a beta branch of 0.40 Mev which is associated with the 22 micro-

-

second isomeric state of Tal81.  The counters used were of the end window

tYRe having thin mica windows.  Absorptions in both Al and Be were made

on both the delayed and the undelayed sides.  These experiments yielded

evidence that Hf181 (46 days) decays, at least in part, via a 0„40 Mev

181
beta ray directly to the 22 microsecond metastable state of Ta .  The

absorptions on the delayed side showed only the single 0.40 beta component,

and the coincidence rate approached zero for thick absorbers, indicating

that no gamma rays precede the metastable state.

The absorptions on the undelayed side indicate the presence of two

electron groups.  These had ranges corresponding to energies of 0.09 and

0.40 Mev.  These two groups have been identified as the internal conver-

sion electrons from the 0.471 Mev gamma ray and either the 0.130 or the

00134 Mev gamma or both.

An absorption in lead on the undelayed side confirmed the conclusions

reached from the analysis of the delayed beta-electron coincidence curvee

369 049
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.In as much as the 0.337 Mev gamma ray does not appear to be associ-

ated with the delayed coincidences, we imply that it must follow another

beta branch, probably the 0.6 Mev beta heretofore reported.  Efforts to

verify this hypothesis and to arrange the radiations into a complete

decay scheme are continuing.

3.  Coincidence Measurements on 72Hfl81 (46 days) (S. B. Burson)

Two further coincidence measurements have been made on the 46 day

period of Hfl81 using a coincidence circuit with a resolving time of 0.35

microseconds.  This low resolving time accentuates the direct coincidences

so that they may be more readily analyzed in the presence of the profuse

delayed coincidences associated with the 22 microsecond metastable state.

A beta, gamma coincidence absorption was carried out in lead.  A

filter of 31.5 mg. Al/cm2 Jas placed before the beta counter in order to

further suppress the 0.4 Mev beta component associated with the 22 micro-
,

second metastable state  as  well  as the conversi on electrons present.    The

absorption indicated that the gamma ray associated with the direct coin-

cidences had a half thickness of 2.7 gm. Pb/cm2 corresponding to the 0.34

Mev gamma ray previously reported.
&

A similar absorption was carried out in aluminum of the direct beta,

electron coincidences. This curve indicated a half thickness for the

beta of 21 mg. Al/cm2 corresponding to an energy of about 0.70 Mev.  In

this experiment a filter of 15.8 mg„ Al/cm2 was placed before the electron

"           counter to further suppress the 0.40 Mev beta ray as well as the soft

conversion electrons coming from the two low energy gamma rays associated

with the 22 microsecond isomeric state.

050
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CONSTANTS IN TWO GROUP THEORY OF REACTORS

B. I. Spinrad

ABSTRACTs Under the assumptions that diffusion theory holds for neutrons

ef all energies,   a   derivation   of  the fast group equation  for a twa=group

model is made.  This derivation can be shown to reduce in another approx-

imation to age theory. It gives, however, a criterion for evaluating two-

group constants which is essentially that invented by H. (6 Sehweinler and

now in use throughout the project.

We set up the diffusion equation for monochromatic neutrons in a steady

state:

1              D(XpE) V 2  f (IDE)  - N G  (I,E)  f  (XpE)  + Q(I,E)           0                                (1)

where  D  is the diffusion coefficient at position  X and energy E, No-

the cross section for removal of neutrons of energy E, and Q is the source

strength.  ]f we consider an energy interval dE, then we may write the same

equation with  each  term multiplied  by  dE.

Q(E)dE is composed of two parts.  The first is the pure fission source,

which we shall write as dQf. The second is an integral over all slowing

down processes which seatter neutrons  into  (EpE + dE). Thereforep

(00
Q(E)dE

dQf    E Nrs (E') PG'-9 (E,Et dE) f(E')dE',           (2)

1-

where   P<E'-* (E,E + dE)     is the probability that a scattering at E* will

slow the netron   into    (EpE  +   dE).

845  051
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N 0      has ' three components:      Nrep   the capture cross section  at

-            energy Es NO-e# the elastic cress section (which acts as a slowing dawn

cross section  as   dE-*0) ;   and  No-ip the inelastic cross section.

Ne may therefore writet

"D

DV2 fdE - Nec fdE - (Nre + lirt) fdE + dQf +  E Ne.I' Pae.'
(3)

rb
(E,Et 83f (E')  dE'+ jE Ne'i  (i'-+(E,Et «9f<E')  dE,  -  0

If we sum the equations for all energies above thermalp we observe

that all slowing down terms which do not thermalize cancel.  We then get,

taking the limit  as  dE-+ Op

--

3 '00
(QO (026           (p          »

       D 9   T dR»   E & 10-0 fdE + jETh  dQf -   E r h NO.i P2
JEEh

rff#ir
(f" CE ,  E"3 f

„ - N 0-              ETh   -  f r          f dE'     =     0                   (4)j 48         e
E' (1-r)

where the elastic slowing down term has been written with the probability

in eocplicit form, Elr being the minimum energy a ,neutron of initial energy

E' may have after elastic collision.

4 2
-  p where A is the nuclear mass number of the slowing downr -/A- 1

 A + 1 j
material

- ---
*I
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We now attempt to identify (4) with the usual fast group equation:

Df 9 2    +f  -  N 9  4 1    +     4£     M     0                                                 (5)

where
4 '  6      f. di                                          (6)

a:nci the other constants are parameters to be determined.   Qf of course
(CO

appears directly in equation (4) as  C     4 0    and we may identify Df
J Eth            - fp

and N rf   by writing:
41

 Eth DV2 f dE
Dir

-- "A

fig' f'* j Eth+ C      Norc f dE;

(7)

(43 (Eth/r Eth - E8r - -              .3Eth No-ipze,-9(E<Epl,I  fdE'+ )Eiih  1,0-e ..E,(1.-r) 7'dE'
N r.  = ·

-

f-
51 f *,

We observe now an important poitrt# Since  99  18 a function of posi-

tion, and   (E) is not in general a function of constant shape for all

X, Df, and Noff may be expected to vary with position, even in homogeneous

systems o      In  fact     Df     will  vary most strongly  near a boundary, where (72 1;P

may show large variations; and Nef will be a rapidly varying function of

-            position in reflectors, where f has a rapidly varying spectrum. Hence,

_            we shall limit the discussion to slowing down in infinite media with con-

*. stant source density, a condition which is true in first approximation for

the cores of large reactors or of small reactors whose reflectors have

./

*          r       349  8=9f                                           '                                                  i'J O
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large thermal albedos.

Now for such systems (see Soodak Notese page 13) we may write

CEd
N 011                        82

-  E   • - -  .

flE)
= q CE)

4(Eo)
e

Cao,-* lo-*JE       Z          (8)

3E(No.6 + Nrs) (Ne's + Nrc)E

where   is suitably chosen to take account of inelastic scattering, and

is therefore a function of energy.  4(ED) isp.of course, proportional to

the fission spectrum f(E )..  Hence, we shall use     :.

(CA r CL No-e 32.1  (9)f (E)-=            1 )E fIES)dEo  exp 3  - )
flic-s E C   JE  3 (N)6 + Nrs)        E°J

..1

We substitute (9) into (7) assuming that inelastic scattering does

not thermalize and usi.ng the property of large media that 92PNP 9

getting

r Co                                 -00                             r CEO N4 dEn
3 Elih  g «-3,        E, f(Eo)'11*o 'agpl.-9 *,

5 (No-'c  +  NO-s                 Elt
Df= 7-

dE 9 (" f(Eo)dEo axPG-f Nrc dE"

Eth I (No  E' + No6 3'10:ET (          P     (No&   +   Nog)                     E,

Ce rE No-
00)

dE'                          C"   f<E„)dEo  "PJ -f
0 c        dE''T....    -J i NO'c

m.  f    -63
Eth    (Nrs El  + NO-c  1;11)   J *8 1  J   (NoS + Iea) 79.-6  Ev

T

+  an   elastic   slowing   down  term    _L      the   same   denominator   as
J .

appears in Df

j 349 054
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We generally decompose Na-je into  two  partst    N a'feD  which  is  the
Dffirst term,  and   Nirf 8 -. which is related to the source of thermalized

1$2g
neutrons.  Leaving the capture term for the moment, this is tantamount to

defining *2g as
CEO

fI         D         dE'  < - f(E«)  dE«  eEPf-  E8 No'c                   dEN  
qh ;Ne'S.  7Er..  ES 0  '     2 (Nre 1' NO's)  - -J       (11)

'C 2g
-

.

Cpr r rE&NO-e , Eth - E'r  dE'   f(Eo)dEa exp _ J
'19

  Eth      (Ncr; + Nre)EY  E'(1 --FF    -'ES                   .'Eg

Nec dE"
g (No-6 + NO's) -F

Naw only in the case of collisions with hydrogen is Ethlr appreciably

greater   than      E46,    and   in  that    case     011.   and      S are small compared   with     0-e.

Hence, we are justified in evaluating the denominator of 11 as though the

last two integrals were a constant multiplier, since they will vary slowly

between     Eth     and     Eth/re      Then,   if     N o'c  +  Mere     is   not too rapidly varying

near thermal energies (even a 1/v cross section will not be extremely bad if

it is small) the denominator becomes, from the definition of    ,

Ne'e ($ r 210 No'.i     f(Eo)« expl -\                c           .  --dee'l     ('Z)
N re  + NO-c Th J Erh ( J En3(Nrc + Nes) E,-.j

and, if the absoI*tion in slowing down is not great, this may be further

reduced to

&     920/·' 9t 0 055
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rEOrOJ

Nre           1 -
f(Eo)dEo  No-c dE* 1 (13)

Nre + Nrc ' Th  ·Erh . - ) ETh   (N4 + NG-S)' .-El 

The numerator becomes, if capture is small

C-  D  dE' I
fO:o)dEoll- \

r(-0 r /Eo NG'c dE:i)(14

 Erh  (No-0 -+ Nrc)  -Er  )E, 6-      3 Erh. 5 (Nrc + Nofs)   ™ "E )

We note that as  0-&-40, this goes over into

r*D roo
1:2g    -      -                   D               dE, i

f(Eo)dE6 (15)

J.=rh     3 Nra          -SE   J E'

../ which is the usual simplified age in an age theory. Expression (14) divided

by expression (13) gives a first order correction to the age for capture and

inelastic scattering, when we recall that at high energies,    is the mean

logarithmic energy loss including inelastic scatteringe

To get Df2gp we now divide expression (14) by the denominator of

equation (10), which to the same order of approximation becomes

+ -EO NrcdE:
f(Eo)dEo  1 - _dEt (16)

 ETh    3 (Nts +-·Na-o)E'   , E'    .    -       S    lE,   3(Nre + No-'01        E"· J

This gives us a consistent  set  of   Df, 17 p  and Nufp which are sunular-

ized below:

-.                                                                     DfIn all cases, 50- = -f     f

9 0 00'1 3 056
e".
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- Weak absorption:

2'          D            _ilit ('  f(E-)dE, i -(:110        N.,6         dE"3 ETh   3(Nes t-Nre)     ELYES
u

J E'     5 (Nre  +  Novs)   -EQJ S = .

r r dj

ag      /  Nre      \1     /1-i ./CE«)dE« E« NS dE,1
JBEh .·'E*11   (Na-6 + Na-h)   -ET"JU-· + '-9 1#al (17a)

c-00    D       dEg < , (E''l"of, -f:     Nic       dE,5 Em  bl.Nars t.Ncrc)   -r JE, 3 (Nrc + Nrs)  En-Df2g =                e
r

00
dE*

-

roe ,EO Nrc
f(Eo)dEo· 1 -   312,2

DETh  3(Nrst Nrc)E' - EY J E g      (NO'C  +  NOS)      En- J

No absorption:

I
frA r-

3'2g =  

D
dE'i f(Eo)dEO

ETh    3 Na'S E'    7 E:
(17b)

,

Crn r 00
dES

Df2g  -    ) Em'   361"8   -Er  -) E, f(Eo)dFo
roo

1    dE'  re  f(Eo)dEo
3 Erh       3  Ne.,0      --F        E,

Finally, we return to N'fcg which to the same order of approximatior 

may be written

(00 Nrc dE' / 00 Nic
--                                                      3 ETh   %(a"·,8 + Nrchs,    E,  f(Eo)dlio fl-i:     (mrs +  Ng-C)  -' ,!.,)

1 (18). N 0-fc2g
=

<00 r- rzo
1              1!E' (- f(Eg)dE" 1-, E,

NO-c

ETh  3(No-8 + Nrc)  Ei JEa 3 (Nrs +  N*)    E,9

- .-I
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fl
C rEG N rc ds" 1f We have consistently written

expl-\
-7   as

J E,   3 (Nrs + NOfc)      E,L)
rEO Nrc1*0 \ -311 , because it would seem unlikely that two

J E'    3 (Nrs + Nrc)     En
group theory could ba applied in cases where the absorption is so large that

this approximation is not valid.

We  repeat the restrictions on these formulae  (17  and  18):

1)  They are restricted to moderators which have a large enough number of

collisions in the fast energy group so that the diffusion equation (1) can

be applied.

2)  They are restricted to regions far from boundaries in which an almost

uniform fission source is present„

3)  The whole structure of the theory probably breaks down for large

absorptiono

1-n 058
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ITERATIONS OF EXPONENTIAL INTEGRALS

B. I. Spinrad

The problem of isotropic scattering of monochromatic neutrons in a

semi.infinite slab geometry has as its solution the solution of the inte-

gral equation:

rag
p (X)  = S(X)

+ f  (t)   *  EI        |  X   -   t|          dt.

For a great many types of source function, this solution may be

obtained by successive iterations of  S(X)  ovei- the kernel.  Since S(X)

is often itself an exponential integral, it is of interest to evaluate

integrals of the forms

CRO

I    -      *1         Er,(t)   E        |  X   -   t|       .dt.

r x
f°°  _ut -vt vx  1I=

*        f du      f-dv  J
f

-Ute-Vxevtdt    +     '

J lun     1  V  Joe
Jx e e

e  dt r

= 1     du   r" dv F -UX -VX -UX  I
1
-1 e   -e            e     i2 Jlun Jlv

L
V-U V+Ur

-

f .00 r*
= 1 (N  du          e -ux     k n  u,1-1    -    PV -1        1      __du       i    e -Vxdv  F   1  - 1  1

2        J       n+1                                u-1                        jl    untl   -1
1 1 --- 1 r

l u L v-u   v J

.

where  PV  stands for the principle value.

1  C"   du     e-ux £h /_Eli   + -1  El (X) - JI=f)  -
2 1 uz>1-1 ( u-1 j 2n

0. f tr,
U 53        0 tr n
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( 1  (nt
16=)Cm = f

r°°                                                   n                ao
d,1      .41:K -6 /1&1;\   +   1 EI(X)  - 16 5   4(X)  4 (- 6-'irln =11I    =    h        1 -EFIu (U=]J 2n I n+la jl 2*1

(00                      C<                         r.2T \02
1          6-'Ux *,  (1 +  )  ,;  1    -AL  e«"K '6  (1-    - 8  5 1-'1

un, 1

n

0-=Au  d.   + ..    El(*) - *  3:   1 9)1*1u                         1 *16=

00
nJ

I  = -5  El (*) -  T. in  +1  E  %*em (I) +l t  1.,0.'*1(*)+14+.i- m                2 m=l - -

1         -          al -1 ... 2d

roo
&:1* \ e=axlnU du

31 .uil·

The last term may be expressed as A series:

-.Irm (rip
C          ,=U tyLU

w.* \    e  An   du - +S 84=    81 (1» 251) du
J l uK*1 31 u*1        u

M- 6 Z 1   (        .-UX     (U - 1/2 du
1   m   J l   Wmtlim

7 30S'lm e    dsl
1 24  - 194:-,%(1) f,=
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s8   - *X  _1    il (-)1(Z)   E„El'Kt (I)1 m
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im o
A-, Ly *ltk

We observe that the last series is not convergent if we rearrange the

order of summation.  E*wever, for the purposes of machine computation, for

Ihich the infinite series are evaluated  to some order of accuracy,    we.   may

cut off the series, making them finite, whereupon the order of summation may

be reversed.  ¥e then have a method by which a machine may evaluate the apprax-

imate solution cf the transport equation by means of the simplest algebraic

3/ processes, in terms of an iterated summation of exponehtial integrals.  Note

-.          that the machine needs to calculate only the coefficients of the terms.

]t is interesting to observe at this juncture that certain types of

linear combinations of ecponential integrals might be profitably tabninted

and studied in connection with this problem.  The Neitonian sums above are

one example, and sums whose coefficients correspond to coefficients of terms

in Legendre polynomials might also prove useful.

..-
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DOPPLER EFFECT IN NUCLEAR RESONANCE PROCESSES

E. Je Hellund

ABSTRACT:  Exact expressions are obtained for the Doppier effect when

the capture cross section follows a Breit Wigner one level formula as

well as for the case of several resonances.  The cross section for self-

indication is also evaluated exactly considering the Doppler effecto  The

method used is that of Laplace transforms.

INTRODUCTION:  The activation of a foil by neutron capture depends, as is

well known, upon the temperature of the capturing nucieio  The thermal

motion affedts the height, width, and positions of the resonances in a

rather complicated way. A study of temperiture behaviour is therefore

ca*able of furnishing information about these variables which could assist

in their evaluition. Approximate treatments have been given by Bethe and

Placzek<1), (2) Which are similar in form and content to those considered

heree  It has however seemed Worthwhile t6 give the exact analysis in view

6£ the possibility of finding cases of very broad resonances where the

appraximate treatment could be seriously in error.  Also the analysis of

more general *bsorption curves than the Breit Wigner seems to be of more

interest.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS:  The distribution in velocity of the itiirget rraelei

ts, (gas mdd61),

»               /    2   )1,  e „ *   *'di                                                             (1)
1/al"EIL)..

(1) H. Bethe, Ge Placzek, PHYS.,·REW'1 519 462, (1937)
(2) E. Bethe, REW. MOD. PHYS. 2, 140, / 1937)

.        349  062
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6*
where  M is the mass of the nuclei, T their temperature, k the Boltzmann

constant, and x the velocity component along the direction of the incident

beamo

We shall first employ a one level formula for the capture cross section.

0-0
or m                                        (2)

1 +   Es -  2(r
where £9  is the relative energy

is'      im (x - v)                                       (3)2

and      m     is   the   mass   of the neutrons   and v their velocity   in the laboratar y

-           frame,
,,

-                   What will then be called the Doppler modified cross section is

- M 2-

6-8    -3rla,1
C +7 *  4. . = e o'   dx                                  (4)

Naw since 0'  does not contain the variable    p we may conveniently

perform a Iaplace transform on the latter variable as follows,

rt 'M r·: 15 6(X2 + Sit

Tr* \
P       (t) .-4 «t, =       \

*(t) e roe dt.   dx      ( 5)

10 g o J -00

where  t 2 -R-  and   (t) is arbitrary subject to obvious restrictions.
2/2
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6S
If now in (5) the order of integration is changed, we get

e r+00
7rj  \       0.2     4 (t) 6-st dt   - \       7, * (1,2 + s) dx                     (6)

I. .)O ti J =00

.....

where   denotes the Iaplace transform of (   o

Ith the
event that  < )

is taken to be unity, one has

-St C +0   0;
FS  fI'    3       6       «t   - j  -/2 124* s

dz  .               (7)

By an elementary transformation, further,

r* ..MA

1                        -F,JO       3      0=  8 --5  1  64"  a 9 os (xt) 0' (x)dx       (8)
4  -  &

The right hand side is a Laplace transform of a cosine transform,

for which extensive tables are available.(3   It, is thus possible to

solve for  GlD in special cases by simply reading from a table ef trans-

forms.

If the right side of (8) is denoted by f(s)  one may write explicitly

arD  as the following limit,(4)(5)(6)

(3)  Campbell Foster, FOURIER INTEGRALS, A.T. & T. Monograph
0            (4)  Doetsch, LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION, (Dover Publication, 1943), p. 130

(5)  Widder, LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION, (Princeton University Press, 1946),
Chap VII
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(6)       4.9)    can,    in   fact, be derived directly   from   (4) by using the limit,

k

 ..2  =    lim    (1 + f).
9

k-600

and the requirement of  k  in (9) can be inferred directly from the

above limit o

 ].
-

6              13.„           (_1)k  / k\         :f(k)       k\                               (93
4-       =      Tr *   0   (€)            k -0 00               .kg (T) 89

Thus, one may derive a usable form for  0-D  even when a simple

inversion does not  exist, by employing (9) for   k *2,3.

For the Breit Wigner cross section one may write

-

cr =    i f 0-o (oc - i @)4 - («-i@)4
2m (x   - «v't o l t"i p) (x   -v t cl · .1   i p)

(10)lillI

·   (gu - i <31=LL -
(6, +  ip)-1    .

-r

(x 2 v -olt iF) (x   L  r-o c  Z  i g)

Fihere

00 = -  JE#2 + r  )   +  *8-1

2*   78

(11)

2    2/         /

(3 - -5     4 +r)   - f
-

.-E'
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Integration of (7) is then elementary. The result is

4
N •i. Fal) Col  +  19)-1               +                Cal +  i e)

-2                    21,1               (v +A + 19 + 164)        (ss* 6 V-+ 00+ ie)
(12)4- -

+                         (°c  -   i g)
=,1

(66 - i 9)- +
(* - 6 ti<3·+ is*) (is*  1  v  - d +  i  9)

One may easily recognize that the expression is real as it must be.

The value of  0-i - can be obtained immediately from a table of trans-

forms„

-

/i\ 727

,     -                                       0.'»,«    lr        F  Go.    **   R.              («+   i/)-l   =pf[S+   1,   -•t      t''erfcm
»- (13)

-1-
21

.ilpti  ('-«9  't}+  C««ierl expip+ 'C' *«)   'fer"i tiC'"  '9 '

where oc- 9, / p and  t  have the definitions previously indicated and  Re

means     mreal    part    of. tt
+                                                                                                                -

It  is easily verifiable  that  for    T -40,  (rD -90-,  as  it Imlst, since

then the target nuclei are stationary„

In  using   (13)   it   must   be   remembered  that the definitions   of    r,   and

ER are different than those customarily used.(7)

9           (7) w. E. Lamb, PHYS. REV., 16, 190, (1939)
where  Eo is resonance energy for

. S r  =       F             and E-    *130
1    -   2(1- 4 8  1 -     an infinttely heavy nucleus.

- M

0  , '·
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:

In evaluating the cross section for self indication one has(8)

r 90
l   n(v) 9-1 6-2 dv

r Jo (15)

3          00
'                                               \   8(v) 0.2 diJo

where "1" and "2n refer to the absorber and detector respectively, and

v is the velocity of the incoming neutrons with distribution n(v).

For a distribution n(E)dE    „1- dE, n(v} = const. We shall employ

86

this distribution although in pile sources a --1 for limited range is

usually inferred,

The denominator becomes

0

1

2 1     a
-iF r (ER2 +  F  )2 + ER e rO (16)

1118                                             .  S       (#22  +    T-2)

After a tedious but straightforward contour integration the mimerator

becomes

13/2  1- 2   0.'(2                                                                                                                   42 ex     r402 '1  +1)-«  erfe -2g(,1  +1)   3.21  fI- + 1 (42 72%  i (:
 tl t2 tl  tz- J1 tl   t2

(continued on next page)

n

(8)  Ho Bethe, REV. MOD. PHYS., 9' 141, (1937)
,  T
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+             ap               f 4(i s  +  i«)12,1    +  1  )-l  erfc <2( +1      1   (1    +  I  )4}
(oc - i F)2 <

sil t2 El T2 J
- I

]21          1  1 ' 1

+     Cal  =  e,2        4(  0  -  i«)2  t +  t)-  f erf,{2<  1-  *4   (El + E*)    f      (17)(cont.)

-

where t, and &2 are the same variables as previously defined for the

absorber and detector.

Dividing   (17)  and   (16) then gives the value   of   0-s·     It.  may  be  immed-

iately seen that the cross section for self-indication is rigorously a

function of just the sum of the temperatures of the absorber and detector.

Finally, writing in the definition of tl and t2,
q.

-

f'§    .          7T-*    11      (ER2 +   r 2)*     r

r°   23/2 63/2- /  F       9            2_J      ·     3  * ·
rm      01 +  5)   1(ER- +  r   )    + ER.r

e*p   f.=@,  (,1 +  72) } erfc

1.81 2    ('1 +  12) 

(oc 2  +   (32)

+

ap  {       ( (3  +  ial)2   (Tl +  22)     erfc . *      ((3  +  ial)2   (Tl +  T2)
Re   -

(06  -i@)2

g,

A A
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CALCULATION OF THE ISCTOPE SHIFT IN THE He SPECTRUM

Me Hamermesh and E. Eisner
a

. ,

Recently M. Fred, F. So Temkins and J. K. Rrody (PHIS. REV. Il, 1772,

(1949)   hawe been able to make accurate comparisons of the atomic spectra

of He3 and *84. In addition to the reduced mass correction, the nuclear

masa difference gives rise te an energy change involving the interelectron

correlation.       An   estimate   of   the   latter effectp based   on the exchange   cor-

relation of one-electron-orbitals, does not give the observed differences

of corresponding Re3 and He4 term values.  Wave functions which contain an

explicit account of the interelectron correlation, for example-Hylleraas

variation functions, are needed for a more accurate ealculation.  Six-

constant functions of this type were found in the literature for the 21S

and 23S states' Ikl Shu Haang, ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL -1-08, 356, (1948)  .
..

The accuracy of ·the functions is indicated by the following table of term

valuess

Observed Calc„3*ted

213               - 0.35043 - 0.35040 Rh

235          - De29191 == 0.28975     Rh

Tile same accuracy cannot be eocpected from these functions when they

are used to calculate other quantities such as the polarization shift.

The calculation based on them gave the following results for the shiftsi

Observed CalcnlatedIT

21            6 0.070 - 0.047     cm
-1

23S          + 0.011 - 0.010 cm
-1

549  069t-i
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The agreement is only fairp but probably the deviations are attributable
*

to inaccuracy of the wave functions and small neglected effects.  Since

.. , naive considerations indicate that the effect should drop off monotonically
.

with increasing principal quantum number, it is desirable to verify that

the maccidentaln properties of the wave functions actually duplicate the

observed. departure from this behaviour in the low lying terms.  Since the

.*.

needed wave functions do not appear in the literature, it is therefore

proposed to carry out the variatlonal calculation for at least one higher

level  which   experimentally   has been found  to   have a large mass shift.      The

43S level eochibits a much larger effect than the 23S level, and would hence

be ideal to calculate.  Other lower levels on the other hand are probably

considerably more amenable to computation:

.

h

'

/
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